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The Mission Municipal Forest is a
community managed Tree Farm
Licence located within the District
of Mission, and managed
continuously since 1958.
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Introduction
Log market recovery in North America
turned out to be slower than various industry forecasts predicted. However, for
part of the year, a significant rise occurred
in the Chinese market, both in terms of
rising prices and volume. However, this
particular market bubble stopped by the
end of summer with a quick retreat of log
prices.

2011 was the 3rd year of the TFL’s 5-year
cut control, so the plan was to continue
undercutting in 2011 and leave more volume for the last two years when log prices
were forecast to rise. Therefore only
35,513 m³ of the available 43,398m³ were
harvested, coming from 54.6 hectares.

Following significant effort and time, the
west portion of TFL 26 (west side of Stave
Lake) was granted Interpretive Forest status by the Province. This status planning
layer now provides the framework to
move forward with planning for First Nations interpretive features, infrastructure
development, for the purposes of providing safe and affordable recreation opportunities to Mission residents and visitors.

The 15th Annual Bear Mountain Challenge
(downhill and cross country race) was held
on Bear and Red Mountains, organized by
Fraser Valley Mountain Bike Association
volunteers. This race is the longest sanctioned race in BC and continues to draw
riders from around BC and the northwest-

ern States.

2011 had a cool, wet and long spring.
Many were referring to June as “Junuary”,
with summer only starting in earnest
around the 3rd week of July. August was
pleasant and mild but by September the
pattern of cool cloudy weather returned.
As a result, the District of Mission fire
weather hazard system recorded 17 days
in Moderate and 0 days in High, which
was lower than 2010.
Fortunately, Mission did not experience
any significant fires within the District.
There was one human caused minor fire
within the TFL.

The Forestry Department continues to
support elementary schools, college and
technical schools by providing tours of our
operations or interpretive guided hikes
throughout the year. COFI (Council of
Forest Industries) also continued to bring
foreign delegates from China, Japan and
Korea to view our forest management
practices, with some staff support.

Bill Brooks (THCF),
Minister Thompson,
Marc Dalton (MLA) and
Mayor Ted Adlem on a
site visit of Pine Lake
(potential site for
childrens camp)
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Harvesting
A) Area and Volume
Total Schedule A TFL26
Total Schedule B TFL26
Total TFL26
Total actual harvest

1.6
55.7
57.3
57.3

ha
ha
ha
ha

1,387 m³
34,125.64 m³
35,513.24 m³
35,513.24 m³

See Appendix C for a more detailed breakdown of volume by setting and timber mark. The following crews produced these volumes within the TFL:
H&C Logging Ltd
District of Mission Forestry Crew
TOTAL

Settings

27,491.0 m³
8,022.2 m³
35,513.3 m³

Ownership

Harvest Area (net ha)

SU4 R/W

B

*

SU4

B
B

SU5

Type of Logging

Contractor

NIL

Hoechuck

DOM

1.3
4.7

1017.56
3138.10

Hoechuck
Tower

DOM
H&C

A
B

0.3
9.2

202.31
4247.90

Tower

H&C

SU6 R/W

B

0.2

983.59

Hoechuck

DOM

SU6

A
B

0.6
2.2

474.82
1107.73

Hoechuck

DOM

SU7C

B

1.5

645.18

Hoechuck

DOM

SU8

A
B

*
*

Tower

H&C

NY4B

B

2.4

2253.45

Hoechuk

H&C

NY4C

B

4.6

3082.86

Hoechuck

DOM

LH8

A
B

0.7
1.2

710.47
890.76

Hoechuck

DOM
H&C

HU19

B

*

NIL

Tower

H&C

RM12

B

2.1

1256.84

Tower

H&C

RM13

B

4.5

2360.72

Tower

H&C

RM14

B

4.2

1392.19

Tower

H&C

RM15

B

0.8

302.44

Tower

H&C

RM16

B

0.7

433.84

Tower

H&C

RO13

B

*

NIL

Tower

H&C

RO14

B

3.4

2610.82

Tower

H&C

RO15

B

7.7

5111.61

Tower

H&C

RO16

B

5.0

3290.05

Tower

H&C

* see 2010 Annual Report

Volume (m³)

NIL
NIL
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B) Cut control
Cut control figures supplied by the Ministry of Forests:
Timber Mark

Harvested Timber

Residue (m³)

DD35’:

1,391

26/0R1

588

Total Volume (m³)
1,391

26/22

4

592

5

5

26/28

10,575

691

11,266

26/29

4,699

483

5,182

26/30

3,013

26/31

16,203

409

16,612

Total

36,469

1,592

38,061

3,013

Current cut control status (2011 was the 3rd year of the 2009-2013 five-year cut control period):

2009

2010

2011

2012

Annual allowable cut

43,398

43,398

43,398

43,398

Harvested Timber (billed)

35,158

38, 680

34,878

Wood Residue/Waste

2,427

980

1,592

Unbilled timber scaled

1,567

1,035

1,591

Credit prev. yr unbilled scaled

(175)

(1,567)

(1,035)

Volume Harvested (m³)

38,976

39,128

37,026

Overcut Carry Forward

618

0

0

39,594

39,128

37,026

91.2%

90.1%

85.3%

Total m³ for Cut control
% Attributed vs. Cut Control

2013
43,398

Total
216,990

C) BC Timber Sales Program
There were no Timber Sales offered within TFL26 during 2011.
D) Contractor Clause Performance
A full Contractor Clause Performance Report is attached as Appendix ‘A’. In summary:


Total volume contracted under full and phase contracts in TFL26 = 27,491 m³



Total volume contracted under full contract expressed as a % of compliance required = 167 %

One full contract with H&C Logging Ltd. was responsible for 27,491 m³
E) Harvesting Audits
In general, harvesting performance was good. Any minor items were promptly resolved.
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F) Miscellaneous
Selected green tree retention (variable retention) and/or wildlife tree patches (clearcut with reserves) continue to be left in logging areas, averaging from 2-7% retention by volume, across all
species and all age classes. These methods are used to improve wildlife habitat and aesthetics as
well as to retain vertical structural diversity.
The current Forest Stewardship Plan considers most retention based on landscape levels rather
than block considerations.

Revenue
In 2011, the overall ‘real’ net direct loss for the Municipal Forest was
$257,137 before using the following reserve transfers which balanced the
Forestry Department’s final year-end result to break-even status:


$257,137 was transferred from the forestry reserve.

Due to unfavourable log market conditions in the continuing global recession,
less volume was logged than the AAC. The loss mentioned above was primarily due to less cubic metres logged combined with lower revenue per cubic
metre.
The forestry reserve, which is used during cyclical downturns and
emergencies, has a target amount of $800,000 although ended the year at $161,611.
Appendix ‘B’ shows the status and history of the reserve funds in more detail.
Other contributions by the Forestry Department during the year, which are not included in any of the above amounts, are:
$132,022 was internally paid by the Forestry Department as a Common Service Fee to recognize use of other department’s goods
and services. Recently, an analysis was done showing that this payment should be approximately $75,000, which means that due to
this that the Forestry Department subsidized non-forestry municipal funds about $57,000 during 2011, thereby reducing the effect
of the 2011 loss. Using the same reasoning, it has now been calculated that in the past five years the forestry operation has subsidized other non-forestry municipal funds about $250,000.
Looking ahead, 2012 and 2013 are the 4th and 5th years of the cut control cycle and are planned to have higher than average logging volume. This factor, combined with forecasts of improving log markets, are expected to result in significantly improved financial results.
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Minor Forest Products and Permits
Revenue is generated by the sale of miscellaneous forest products through permits. The BC film industry occasionally requests to
show commercial films or static photos within our operation, and we accommodate them where possible, with liaison through
Front Counter BC. Sometimes it requires road rehabilitation in order for their vehicles to enter seasonally deactivated areas, which
we will coordinate and charge-back. We also provide sources of material for green-scaping set designs, and collect lease fees for
use of our private land for such things as powder magazine storage, firewood collection and carving wood, . In 2011 permit fees
totaled $9886.82 in revenue.

Forest Inventory
In an effort to keep expenses low in a poor financial year, no inventory work was
done this year. The Forest Stewardship map was not updated to reflect new cutblocks.

Research
Mission did not establish or monitor any formal research trials during the year.
BCIT students did a planting trial at the lower SU7 blocks for a deer browse trial.
The plan is for future Sustainable Resource Management students to monitor and
re-measure in subsequent years.

Fish testing by West Access road

Additions and Deletions to Land Base
There were no additions or deletions to the land-base during the year. However,
during landscape unit planning meetings, we were made aware that three former
Timber Berth areas: T0463 Blk 1, Blk 2 and Blk 3 reverted back to Crown land (for
possible future woodlot licence areas). Mission did not pursue their inclusion into
TFL26 in 2011.

Certifications
A) ISO 14001—Environmental Management System
While the ISO 14001 certification officially expired on December 20, 2010, TFL26 continued to follow a comprehensive Environmental Management System throughout 2011, but did not choose to recertify to ISO. When adequate financial or environmental
reasons appear, staff plan to work toward a sustainable forest management certification (i.e. Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI),
Canadian Standards Association (CSA) or Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)) ; however, this was not warranted this year.
B) SAFE Certification
The District of Mission Forestry Department has been certified as a SAFE Company under the BC Forest Safety Council program
since December 2006 and certification continued throughout the year.
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Roads and Bridges
A) Road Construction
A total of $130,053.43 was spent in 2011 for logging road construction. Road SA430 to access block SU4 was started in 2010 was
completed in 2011 by the District of Mission ($59,402.63 reported in 2010).
Road (Cutblock)

As-built Length (m)

Total Cost *

Completed by

Comments

SA430

433m

($59,402.63 in 2010)
$20,846.92

District of Mission

SA440

597m

$74,762.32

District of Mission

LH8

170m lower
350m upper

$21,054.67

District of Mission

Temp rebuild of Hydro powerline road,
and resurface upper DOM road

C100

2000m

$13,389.52

Dacon Equipment

In-place road crushing (Rockbuster)

RM14 spur

20m

Completed w/logging

District of Mission

Temporary spur

Assistance with blasting, and log processing was completed by H&C Logging on both SA430 and SA440.
Caswell road C100(off Shaw) was built approximately 25 years ago, and has little use or maintenance since the initial logging at it’s
terminus. Major re-surfacing was required to bring the road up to hauling standards. Dacon Equipment was hired to use it’s Rockbuster in-place rock crusher to provide the surfacing .
B) Florence Lake Forest Service Road (FLFSR)
Road user revenue totaled $0, with some of the industrial users choosing to perform their own actual maintenance work rather
than pay Mission to do this.
The MoFR completed the major upgrades to the FLFSR mainline, under 3 contracts,
which involved widening, rerouting, and straightening bridge approaches up to 8km.
However, the project ran well into 2011 and did not allow for the provision of surfacing
material. As a result, the FSR was left in poor condition, with little to no material to grade
to improve the surface. Mission will continue to press for the project to be completed to
proper standards, as by the end of 2011, there still was no firm commitment from the
Province to do so.
C) Bridges and Large Culverts
Nygaard bridge/culvert remediation work was completed….???Ask Brad
D) Road Maintenance and Deactivation
The cost of routine road maintenance work on the FLFSR was $28,763. This amount is
relatively low as other industrial operators performed some of the maintenance work
during their periods of activity on the FLFSR.
The District of Mission grading was generally done by Transwood Timber Ltd.; with minor
maintenance by the municipal crew.
Florence Lake Forest Service Road
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Basic Forestry
A) Site Preparation
No site preparation was necessary.
B) Planting
The planting program was successfully carried out by Rainforest Silviculture Services Ltd., which is the first time they had planted in
TFL 26. The program was later than usual, March 31—April 26, due to late and lingering snow.
Setting

Size (ha)

No. of trees
Planted

Primary or
Replant

Schedule
A or B

RM10

6.0

6,855

Primary-partial

A

HL14

12.3

15,020

Primary-partial

B

HL15

2.0

2,645

Primary

B

HU16

3.0

4,170

Primary

B

HU17 A

1.4

1,990

Primary

B

HU17 B

4.3

5,870

Primary

B

HU17 C

3.2

4,360

Primary

B

HU18

5.9

7,810

Primary

B

HU19

1.6

1,940

Primary-partial

B

SU4

6.0

5,635

Primary

B

SU8

2.6

3,290

Primary

A=2.0 B=0.6

SU7

4.4

4,835

Primary

B

52.7

64,420

TOTAL

The above includes the following breakdowns:







10,574 seedlings in 8.0 ha in Schedule A
53,846 seedlings in 44.7 ha in Schedule B
The contract planting bid price was $0.43 for 415Ds and $0.49 for 615As.
Species breakdown for planting was 56% Douglas fir and 44% western red
cedar
Stock type breakdown was 38% 415Ds and 62% 615As
All planting program costs were paid by the District of Mission.

Delivered Seedlings ready for
planting

Planting Costs:
Direct spring planting costs
$ 33,022
Cost to grow and purchase seedlings
$ 32,337
Total direct planting cost
$ 65,359
The direct cost of the planting program, including planting and seedling costs, was $1.01 per seedling or $1,240 per hectare.
These average figures vary considerably each year as the seedling growing cost is mostly for the next year’s planting program.
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C) Brushing and Weeding
The following manual brushing and weeding program was performed at a total cost of $26,975, which came to an average cost of
$542 per hectare.







Setting

Ha

Date

Free to Grow
Expected

Action Taken

DA3C

6.5

Mid June

2016

Heavy herb brush in former failed hybrid poplar plantation.

DT2

3.7

Mid-late June

2013

Cut mod-high amount of emerging deciduous woody species.

DT3

7.0

Mid-late June

2013

Cut lighter amount of deciduous mostly below road and some upper
patches.

RM4

7.1

Late June

2013

Cut light-mod deciduous throughout.

RM3

0.9

Early July

2013

Cut light-mod deciduous throughout.

HU11

7.7

Mid July

2013

Cut moderate deciduous throughout.

HU12

8.6

Mid July

2013

Cut mod-heavy deciduous throughout.

SC1

8.3

Mid-late July

2013

Cut moderate deciduous throughout.

TOTAL

49.8

No herbicides were used.
Woody brush is defined primarily as alder, maple and cottonwood as well as birch, cherry, cascara and willow although the
latter aren’t usually as serious competition.
Herb brush is defined generally as the other types of brush, which usually don’t grow over 2 meters tall.
Trees are defined as the conifer crop trees whether planted or natural.
All work was done by contract (GBF Technical Forest Services Ltd.).

D) Silviculture Surveys
$200 was spent on contract silviculture work for free growing surveys
not including Mission staff time.
Most regeneration and free growing
surveys were completed in-house
this year.
E) Seed Purchase/Cone Collection

Cone protectors on roadside
Cedar at setting ROT1

No seed was purchased or any cones
picked although Douglas-fir and red
cedar seed will need to be bought in
2012.

F) Seedling Protection
Cedar browse protection cones
that were purchased in 2007,
were installed along some
roadside areas of ROT1, by
Riverside Trades Centre at a
cost of $412.50.
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Intensive Forestry
A) Juvenile Spacing
No juvenile spacing was carried out during the year.
B) Pruning
No pruning was carried out during the year.
C) Fertilization
No aerial or manual fertilization was carried out during the year.
D) Site Rehabilitation/Species Conversion
No site rehabilitation or species conversion was carried out.
1st Lift pruning on

Certifications

Forestry plantation

A) ISO 14001—Environmental Management System
The EMS program continued throughout the year, and the ISO 14001 certification expired December 20, 2010. TFL26
did not pursue the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) certification or other in 2011 due to poor market conditions
and little available funding.
B) SAFE Certification
The District of Mission Forestry Department has been certified as a SAFE Company under the BC Forest Safety Council
program since December 2006 and certification continued throughout the year.

Events and Celebrations
A) Fall Gathering
In October, the District hosted a fall gathering of agencies, government, First
Nations, industry, recreation user groups and partners who have an interest in
the west Stave Lake area, at the Zajac Ranch for Children.
One of the key questions that participants were to share their ideas was:
“What opportunities do you envision for the future of the Stave Lake area?”
The gathering enabled all attendees to get to know each other, make important connections, identify opportunities, share ideas, build relationships
and partnerships in a spirit of cooperation for improving and promoting the
responsible use of the Stave Lake area.
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Recreation
A) Long Term Planning—Mission Interpretive Forest
The Interpretive Forest designation was granted in September this year, after extensive
review and consultation and recreation objectives were finalized. Lees and Associates
continued with work on the Master Plan, and assisted in facilitating a “Fall Gathering”
of stakeholders and First Nations partners. Further information on the Fall Gathering is
described in the Events and Celebrations section. The long term planning costs spent in
2011 were $ ______, funded by ________, with in-kind District staff contributions.
B) Construction
There were no trail construction projects undertaken by the District of Mission in 2011.
The Fraser Valley Mountain Bike Association members continued to assist in minor
maintenance and construction projects, as approved by staff.
C) Trail Maintenance
Routine inspections and maintenance was carried out on: Red Mt, Bear Mt, Saunders
Road, Hoover Lake, Stave Dam, Hayward, Rolley Falls, Devil’s Lake, and Campbell trails.
This year (April-Dec), there as no funding made available to TFL 26 from the Forest Investment Account for routine maintenance of Crown trails. Minor works included removal of windfall, grating, brush removal, sign maintenance and surface repairs at a
cost of $7,133.58.

New bridge on bear mountain
- Ian Harker Photography

Mission recognizes the contribution of many hours of volunteer trail maintenance that
has been carried out by members from the Fraser Valley Mt. Bike Association.

D) Mountain Bike Races
June 18-19 was the weekend of
the 15th Annual Bear Mountain
Challenge, a CyclingBC Cup series,
organized by Fraser Valley Mountain Bike Association volunteers,
and the longest running mountain
bike race in BC.
The Bear Mt. Challenge included a
downhill race as well as a cross
country race on Red Mt trails.

The face of the future of mountain
biking—-Photo by Rich vigurs

The weather was extremely wet,
but rider turnout was still good.
There were 39 riders for the one
day cross-country race and 258

riders for the 2 day downhill
event.
There were no coordinators for
the Annual Arduum Challenge, so
that race was not held this year.
There were also five “twoonie
races” held on Bear Mt and the
trails a Heritage Park in 2011, organized by the Fraser Valley
Mountain Bike Association.
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Forest Education and Tours
Various tours were completed with grade schools, colleges, university and technical students, and international visitors throughout the year. St. George’s School
had a winter camp at Zajac Ranch which we provided forest education tours for, 2
elementary school guided hikes, BCIT, Selkirk College and College of New Caledonia tours. Council of Forest Industries representative Wayne Iverson toured delegates from China, Japan, and Korea through our forest management areas.

Forest Investment Account
The Province did not provide any allocation of funding from the FIA program for
the 2011/12 fiscal years. Therefore all recreation and incremental silviculture
programs were required to be paid directly by the District of Mission.
“Take your grade nine to work”
saw 3 employee students tour the
forestry operations for the day

Audits
There were no formal audits completed in 2011.

Management Plan 9
In 2010, Management Plan 9 for TFL 26 as well as a new determination of the allowable annual cut for TFL 26 were both approved
by the provincial government. As both of these will be valid for up to ten years.

Forest Stewardship Plan—Amendment and Extension Process
The initial 2007-2012 Forest Stewardship Plan required some minor amendments, and it was decided that amendments would be
made prior to the extension process that was being coordinated by the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations for several licensees in the Chilliwack Forest District. The amendments were approved by October, and the extension process overlapped and it is expected to be approved in early 2012. The extension of the FSP will be approved for a further 5 year
period, expiring in 2017.
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Protection
A) Fire Management
1) Fire Season and Weather Station
The weather station was moved from Hoover (HL12) to Red Mt (RM7) in March of 2010, due to theft of the solar panel and vandalism to the components. The station is accessible by satellite telephone coverage from the secretary’s computer and records
hourly readings.
The fire season was cooler than normal with significantly less days in moderate than average, the peak drought code reached
295.2 in mid September. The weather station recorded 17 days in Moderate, and didn’t reach the high level. Higher than normal
humidity through the summer kept the drought code down. Appendix ‘D’ shows the weather station readings during the year.
Neither the MOF nor the District of Mission imposed any official travel restrictions, but there was a full fire ban implemented on
July 23rd, 2010, extending to campfires and industrial burning.
Direct costs related to the weather station during the year were $6,058.00 .
2) Patrol and Suppression
The Forestry crew conducted various fire patrols during fire season and extinguished various campfires. There was substantial
recreational use of the Stave Lake area and continued monitoring of campers/fire by DOM and MOF staff. No significant fires occurred within the operation; however, the land adjacent to the north TFL boundary was the site of a probably arson on a debris
pile. The fire was actioned by the MOF and reached approximately 1 hectare in size before it was extinguished.
Patrol and suppression costs for the year were (lower than average at) $16,509.00
3) Protection
Various staff members of the DOM Forestry, Public Works and Fire/Rescue Departments were trained in the S100 course by Jorg
Fruendt of Public Works. I don’t think Jorg did training this year 2011.
4) Landing Burns
H&C Logging now routinely returns slash back into the settings using their logging tower. As a result very little slash now requires
burning, and cleanup costs were $ 241.00.

B) Forest Crime Prevention
No funds were acquired through any programs to assist in crime prevention. The RCMP continued to provide a Zone A ’Beat Cop’
who spent a significant amount of time in the Stave Lake area.
$404 was spent on security during the year for telephone service at the FLFSR gatehouse.
C) Insects and Disease
There were no significant losses during the year. However, more indicators of Swiss Needle Cast have been found on plantation
age Douglas-fir during surveys. While this has not caused mortality, staff continues to monitor this to gauge any resulting trends
and growth rate pattern changes. The regional pathologist is considering a monitoring program for 2012.
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Staffing
The following people were employed in the Forestry Department during the year:
Kim Allan, RPF, Director of Forest Management
Bob O’Neal, RPF, Manager of Forestry
Kelly Cameron, RFT, Forestry Technologist
Brad Laughlin, RFT, Forestry Foreman II
George Kocsis, Faller/Equipment Operator
Dennis Klassen, Faller/Equipment Operator
Margo Iliou, Administrative Clerk

Main Contractors
Silviculture
Rainforest Silviculture
GBF Technical Ltd
Logging
H&C Logging Ltd.
Partnerships
Fraser Valley Mountain Bike Association
Fraser Valley Regional Correctional Institute, Maple Ridge BC

Planting
Brushing
Conventional Logging
Recreation
Recreation

Sayres lake
Florence Lake Forest service road

